How to Create Custom Board MCUXpresso SDK

This article introduces how to create a custom board MCUXpresso SDK and how

to use it, mainly includes three parts:

Part1: Generating a Board Support Configuration (.mex)
Part2: Create a Custom Board SDK Using the Board SDK Wizard
Part3. Using the Custom SDK to Create a New Project

Requirements:
MCUXpresso IDE, MCUXpresso SDK for LPC845, LPC845-BRK board.

Part1: Generating a Board Support Configuration (.mex)
First we need to create a custom configuration(.mex) for a new board. Although
LPC845-BRK board now has its own SDK, for the purpose of this example we are
going to start from the LPC845.
1: Install the SDK for the LPC845 device.(We can download SDK package from
NXP website, or directly install from IDE, here we use the latter method)

Click “Install New Plugin SDKs”button->choose LPC845 processor->click “Install”
button

2: Create a new LPC845 based project and enable MCUXpresso Config
Tools
2.1 Use the Quickstart Panel to create “New project…" and select the LPC845
device.
Expand “LPC84x” from the list of “SDK MCUs” Targets.
Select LPC845 from the menu, but do not select a photo of a board under
“Available boards”.
Select Next.

2.2 Under “Device Packages” select the LPC845M301JBD48 package.
2.3 Under “driver” check the boxes next to:

clock, common, gpio, power, reset, swm, and usart.
2.4 Select Finish

2.5 Use the Project Explorer menu bar to launch Config Tools and Open Pins

2.6. Ensure the correct project is from the drop-down menu in the tool bar

3. Use MCUXpresso Config Tools to mux pin signals
3.1 Ensure the Pins Tool is open using the perspective

3.2 Add GPIOs Muxing for LEDs
•

To enable the GREEN LED as GPIO, click on the pin name that matches the
schematic (PIO1_0) under the “GPIO” column in the Pins window.

•

Enter GREEN as the identifier for the pin.

•

In the Routed Pins window, specify the Direction as Output (optional).

Repeat for BLUE (PIO1_1) and RED (PIO1_2) LEDs.

3.3 Add PINTs Muxing for Pushbuttons
•

To enable to the USER button, click on the pin name that matches the
schematic (PIO0_4) under the “PINT” column in the Pins window.

•

Select (PINT, 0) in the resulting selection dialog

•

Enter USER as the identifier for the pin.

•

Repeat for ISP (PIO0_12) -> (PINT, 1) button.

3.4 Add ADC for onboard potentiometer
•

To enable ADC, click on the pin name that matches the schematic
(ADC_0) under the “ADC” column in the Pins window.

•

Enter ADC as the identifier for the pin.

3.5 Optional pin muxing steps:
3.5.1

Configure Pin 42 as ACMP_I5 (Label: CAPY)

3.5.2

Configure Pin 9 as CAPT_X0 (Label: CAPX)

4. Use MCUXpresso Config Tools to change the clock configuration
4.1 Switch to the Clock Tools using the perspective icon in the upper right:

4.2 Select the “Clock Diagram” view and select the “System clock” to highlight the clock
tree path

*note: you will need to scroll down to see the origin of the “fro” input signal
4.3 With the “System clock” highlighted, review the “Details” panel for specific clock
configurations related to this clock path.
4.4 Change the fro setting to “direct from FRO oscillator”, this provides a 30MHz
System Clock, but introduces an error with the PLL, which has a max frequency of
25MHz (see error message and tooltip).

4.5 Resolve the PLL error by changing the SYSPLLCLKSEL input source from “fro” to
“fro_div” (Can change from “Clocks Diagram ” or “Details” view)

4.6 Optionally (in place of steps 4.3 - 4.5) change the PLL Multiplier to *2 to set the
SYSPLL clock output to the 30MHz maximum.

5. Update MCUXpresso IDE project with new Config Tools setting
5.1 Use the Update Project to save the config settings (.mex) and generate the pin
and clock source files.

5.2 Review the generated source files.

6. Save the .mex file to an easy to access location for further use in the
workshop.
6.1 Find the .mex file in the Project Explorer and save a copy by copying it to the Desktop
(select the file and press ctrl + C, then paste on Desktop).

Part2: Create a Custom Board SDK using the Board SDK Wizard
This section covers creating a custom board SDK from the project file and .mex created in the
previous step. This custom SDK can be used with the New Project wizard to create new
projects with the pin and clock configuration files already included.

7. Create the Custom SDK from the project created.
7.1 Right-click menu in the project explorer on the Project you created in the previous
step. Alternatively, you can select new project from the IDE File > New > Board SDK
Wizard... menu.

7.2 Once started the following dialog will be shown:

7.3 The base project will be automatically set if it was already selected in the Project
Explorer view. The dialog allows you to define a few basic characteristics of the new
SDK being created, such as the name of the custom board, an image of the board,
and both brief and more detailed descriptions. Try editing these so you can clearly
identify your SDK in the steps to follow, as shown in the example below.

7.4 If the code requires new C/C++ preprocessor definitions, you can add them using
the Defines section (as shown above).
7.5 Once everything is completed you can choose one of two options under the
Wizard target section. The first option asks for a name and location for the SDK zip
file. The second option will open the newly created SDK as a project into the
current workspace in MCUXpresso IDE, allowing for more advanced customizations
of the SDK. Use the ZIP file option, saving the file to a known location.

8 Inspecting the Custom SDK
8.1 After selecting first option and pressing “Finish” button, the SDK will be
automatically imported into the IDE and a zip file for it will be generated. In order
to install it on other computers, simply drag & drop the newly created SDK over
the “Installed SDKs” view. (Note: original SDK (the one used to create the custom
SDK) must have been installed first; in this case the SDK for LPC845.)

8.2 Inspect the Installed SDK window; you will see your SDK listed. Click on the SDK,
then the Available Boards tab. Either scroll through the listed boards or type part
of your SDK name in the filter box to find it:

Part3. Using the Custom SDK to create a New Project
This section covers using the custom SDK to generate a blank new project with the board
configuration included.

9. Create a new project using the New Project Wizard and custom SDK.
9.1 From the Quickstart panel, select “New Project…”, and select LPC845 from the
SDK MCUs list. You will observe that your custom SDK appears in the supported
boards view:

9.2 As in Step 2.3, under “driver” check the boxes next to:

clock, common, gpio, power, reset, swm, and usart.
Note that you will need to provide a different project name as the “LPC845_”
prefix still originates from the LPC845 SDK. The project can have any name.
9.3 Use the Project Explorer menu bar to enable the Config Tools
and Open Pins

9.4 Observe the pins that are activated and notice that the configuration is the same as
you created in the first section of the Lab. Open the Clock Tool to see that the System
clock has also been updated to 30 MHz.

10 . Build and Debug application on LPC845 Breakout Board

10.1 From the Quickstart Panel select “Build”
10.2 From the Quickstart Panel select “Debug” and follow resulting dialog windows to
setup the correct debug interface.

10.3 Use the Debug control buttons to “Resume” the application from the initial main()
breakpoint.

10.4 “Hello World” should output on the console.
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